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Flocculants are widely used in numerous industrial domains
(food-processing industry, mineral industries, chemical
industries, water purification, wastewater treatment) to improve the solid/liquid separation in water-containing fine particles. Thanks to the addition of flocculants, particles gather
together and form flocs that improve the materials aggregation
and wastewater clarification. At the molecular level, flocculants can be mineral polymers or natural organic polymers, but
synthetic organic polymers constitute the main flocculants.
Generally, they are anionic polyacrylamides produced by
polymerisation of acrylamide and the anionic co-monomer,
the sodium acrylate. Monomers are only partially eliminated
during polyacrylamide preparation and remain at the state of
tracks in the end product. According to Smith et al. (1996), the
residual content in monomers varies between 0.05 and 5 %.
Sodium acrylate presents no harmfulness like the polyacrylamide (Stephens, 1991). However, as the acrylamide is considered as a carcinogenic molecule, mutagen and reprotoxic
(Molak, 1991), all polyacrylamides (PAMs) used within the
European Union are required to contain less than 0.1 % (w/w)
of residual acrylamide (AMD) (European Parliament 1999)
unless they are classified and labelled as a category 2 carcinogen (European Parliament 2006). More stringent thresholds
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are also set depending on additional regulations covering
specific uses like, for example, when PAM-based flocculants
are used for the treatment of drinking water (no more than
0.05 % of residual AMD).
The potential risks on environment and health are thus
linked to the spreading of acrylamide and polyacrylamide
degradation products in the natural environment. Two levels
of spreading have to be considered:
–

–

The water: about 95 % of the polymers adsorb on the
particles during flocculation stage. Five percent of the
polymer as well as all the residual monomers remain
dissolved in the water and may spread in surface and
ground waters. At the end of the water clarification process, the lagoon as well as the pond used for storing the
clarified waters are opened systems subjected to constant
exchanges with natural media.
The sludge: when the clarification process is finished, the
residual sludge is stored in the settling lagoons or, in some
cases, could be spread for agricultural practices. The next
obvious question concerns the long-term behaviour of the
polyacrylamide adsorbed on solid particles contained in
the sludge.

The knowledge relative to the environmental behaviour of
polyacrylamide and acrylamide (processing mechanisms and
transfer, bioavaibility) are limited nowadays even at a rudimentary stage in the particular context of the use of flocculants. Until now, the major studies on acrylamide have dealt
essentially with the formation of this toxic molecule in products from food-processing industry. The polyacrylamide was
not much studied, essentially focusing on its degradation
mechanism.
The risk associated with polyacrylamide use is then an
important factor to understand. The scientific knowledge in
this domain is too much limited to be able to assess the
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environmental impact of these products in this specific context. The low number of studies available on the environmental impact and ecological balances of flocculants use is mainly
due to limits in developing efficient and reliable analytical
techniques to follow these products in environmental media.
The topics covered in this special issue are diverse and they
reflect the quality of the researches performed in the AquaPol
research project in the sensitive field of spreading and degradation of polyacrylamide-based flocculants in sludge and
industrial and natural waters. This project, funded by the
French Research Agency (ANR, Agence Nationale de la
Recherche), associated for more than 3 years scientists from
various fields: metrology, process engineering, geochemistry,
microbiology, eco-toxicology and hydrogeology. One of the
main AquaPol purposes was to study the behaviour of acrylamide and polyacrylamide in process and natural waters and
their impacts on the balance of aquatic ecosystems. The effort
has been put on the particular case study of the mineralextracting industry which is one of the main flocculant users.
The heart of the project was based upon the characterisation of
the environmental fate of polyacrylamide and acrylamide in a
French quarry which was used as a case study all along
AquaPol project. This quarry uses polyacrylamide-based flocculants to clarify and to recycle their process waters. It was
chosen with the help of the French aggregates producers
association (UNPG, Union Nationale des Producteurs de
Granulats) which was associated to the project partnership.
Prior to any in situ or ex situ testing, the first requirement of
the project was to develop a sensitive analytical methodology
for AMD analysis. A first procedure based on UPLC-MS/MS
was developed for measuring acrylamide in natural waters
(ground and surface water) at low concentrations both compatible with drinking water quality requirements and suitable
for monitoring the fate of acrylamide in industrial process
water. Besides this work, another analytical method was also
developed using HPLC/MS/MS specifically for the monitoring of acrylamide adsorption testing. Both procedures were
used in the project depending on the purpose of the analysis
and on the desired quantification limit.
The next step of the project consisted in an in situ investigation of the dissemination of polyacrylamide and acrylamide
in the quarry chosen as a case study. Acrylamide and polyacrylamide contents were quantified in several key points of
the quarry washing process as well as in the surrounding
aquifer; the microbiology, the biodiversity and the biological
activity were also characterised using the same samples. At
the same time, the hydrogeological characteristics of the study
site were determined through pumping and tracer test field
scale experiments, coupled with a mapping of the interface
clogging.
In parallel biodegradation and mobility of both acrylamide
and polyacrylamide in “environmental conditions” was studied through ex situ testing using information and samples
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obtained from the in situ study. Finally, a groundwater transport model was developed to estimate acrylamide spreading
from the quarry washing process to the surrounding aquifers.
The results of these research works bring a better knowledge in the dissemination process of acrylamide and polyacrylamide in relation with the physico-chemical, microbiological and hydrological characteristics of the aquatic environments. They were completed by a global environmental
assessment of the use of flocculants in the mineral-extracting
industry.
The papers included in this special issue gather the main
results of AquaPol project and those obtained in a previous
research project led by the School of Mines of Ales (France).
The authors have covered different topics from the development of analytical methods for acrylamide quantification to
the comprehension and quantification of the mechanisms of
acrylamide degradation and absorption. A mapping of acrylamide dissemination in different environments is also proposed as well as a modelling of acrylamide leakages from
the process where PAM-based flocculants are injected towards
the surrounding aquifers. The research work performed in
AquaPol was supported by a thorough review of the literature
devoted to the transfer and the degradation of PAM-based
flocculants in hydrosystems which is also summarised in this
special issue. It is expected that AquaPol development will
give new insights into the fate of polyacrylamide and acrylamide in aquatic environments and bring to flocculant users
and administrative authorities the scientific basis which can
enable them to implement the appropriate measures to prevent
potential environmental damages linked to the use of
flocculants.
The guest editors would like to thank the ANR for its
financial support which enabled to fulfil AquaPol objectives.
The guest editors would like also to thank all authors contributing to this issue and the reviewers which provided constructive advice for the improvements of paper quality. They extend their sincere thanks to Springer for the opportunity offered to compile such a special issue, and would like to thank
in particular the Editor-in-Chief of ESPR, Dr Philippe
Garrigues and Editorial Assistant of the journal, Ms.
Emmanuelle Pignard-Péguet, for their patient and unfailing
support during this long process of elaboration of this issue.
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